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Note To Subscribers About Content:
This and our past two issues have included lengthy special

reports, a departure from our normal content.  We’ll resume our regular
news focus with the September 6 issue.     – Bill Donovan, Publisher

Dear Subscriber,

The chickens have come home to roost.

As chronicled below, in 1995 Microsoft impressively
announced, then succeeded at, a plan to make its operating
systems the software backbone for health care IT by persuading
application vendors to buy in.  Now, along comes Linux: you can
get an operating system and a suite of desktop office applications
for zero dollars and low maintenance.  Multiply that by several
hundred PC users per hospital, and you’re talking real dollars --
and Linux advocates claim big savings at  the server end as well.

Yet, while everyone frets about budgets, few in U.S.
health care have been able to slip from Microsoft’s adamatine
chains and migrate applications to the claimed-to-be less expen-
sive/more secure/leaner-running Linux.  Read why that’s the
status of Linux in healthcare in 2004.  – Bill Donovan, Publisher

Special Report: Linux In Healthcare
Are Vendors Joining Linux Revolution?

So Far, No.  Why?  Ask Your Vendor
Researched and Written by Julie Schaeffer;

Some Content By Bill Donovan

In our June 28 issue, we reported on a Linux offering by
McKesson Information Systems which can slash the cost of
underlying processing power from the $200,000 to $250,000
range with Microsoft operating system tools to as low as $40,000
to $65,000 (including both hardware and operating system costs).

We ran across that McKesson offering while researching
the current status of Linux in health care. Our inquiry was
prompted by a May 24, 2004 Wall Street Journal article titled,
“Can Linux Take Over The Desktop?”

We subsequently interviewed two healthcare IT consult-
ants, three hospital technology officers, nine vendors.  The result:
as expected, hospitals aren’t using much Linux today.

On the basis of price alone, that seems likely to change in
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the future.  However, any move to Linux  will
probably be slow, at least for U.S. hospitals.
Linux is much more common in overseas hospi-
tals, where cost is a huge factor in any technol-
ogy implementation; see the report below this
one for details.

So where is Linux being used today? And
why? And if Linux really can help users increase
security and reliability, standardize the exchange
of information, and cut costs — as its advocates
claim it can — why aren’t hospitals using it more?

Much current interest in Linux stems from
concern about the Microsoft computing environ-
ment, says Alton Brantley, M.D., Ph.D., of Cardi-
nal Consulting. The Microsoft environment, he
says, is readily attacked and sometimes unstable
— and since it typically “goes from the desktop to
the server to the enterprise-wide systems,” it may
not be sufficiently secure or reliable to handle 24-
hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week patient care.

Microsoft, and its advocates, of course,
would heartily disagree.

However, Linux and its Unix forbear have
a 35-year history of being relatively secure and
stable.  Linux is well-understood architecturally.
And, over the past three to five years, much work
has been done to create effective Linux applica-
tions with graphical interfaces competitive with
the Windows environment.

Still, says Brantley, “to date there really
hasn’t been an example of a U.S. hospital doing
nothing with Microsoft and everything with Linux.”

So why isn’t Linux being used more?
According to Jim Campbell, director of product
management at Sentillion, there is one major
downside to the system: interoperability. “You
can’t use some Microsoft products on a Linux
sever,” says Campbell. “The classic example is a
relational database SQL server, which has to run
in the Windows server operating environment.”

But the bigger reason Linux isn’t being
used more, Brantley believes, is that vendors
don’t offer it.   Frank Manion, chief technology

officer and senior director of information science
and technology with the Fox Chase Cancer
Center in Philadelphia, agrees. “The barrier is
not Linux; it’s the vendor,” he says. “If you aren’t
going to develop your own systems, how are you
going to use Linux until somebody brings out a
Linux system?”

Brantley, formerly the CIO of MedStar
Health, a community hospital system based in
Columbia, Maryland, noted that a few hospitals
do develop their own clinical systems — govern-
ment-run facilities and hospitals associated with
academic facilities. Their systems, in many
cases, do not run on Microsoft operating sys-
tems. The U.S. Veteran’s Administration is one
example.

Web servers called most common Linux use

Also, many hospitals are moving to Linux
on the back end to serve infrastructural functions.

Perhaps the best examples are Web
servers and applications, which Brantley says
work better in Unix-like environments such as
Linux because that is where they were devel-
oped.  As a result, hospitals often have users log
onto a Windows-based PC that gets information
from a Linux-based server.  Sentillion’s Vergence
product line, which provides, among other func-
tionality, an audit log of patient record access, is
an example.  With the Sentillion system, says
Campbell, “messages fly back and forth between
PCs running Windows and our appliance running
Linux without any problems.”

The University of Washington Cancer
Center has used Linux for years with its radiation
therapy planning software, which allows
caregivers to move CT image data from one site
to another.  Ira Kalet, professor of radiation
oncology with the cancer center, says he would
not have trusted such a critical application to a
Windows development platform. “Linux provides
a much simpler, more reliable, more secure, and
more efficient development and deployment
environment than Windows,” he says. “We have
had far less trouble with the Linux system than
the Windows applications used elsewhere in the
cancer center--in all respects.”
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Other hospitals, says Brantley, are using
Linux simply to diversify the computing environ-
ment so that it is less likely that a single attack
will take down the hospital’s entire system.  A
good example is the domain naming system,
which typically runs on Microsoft. The benefit of
having part of a network infrastructure running on
Linux or some other variant of Unix is that a
security attack or virus affecting the Microsoft
environment would not affect the hospital’s Linux
domain name servers.

Linux can also be used successfully to
create dynamic network configurations, says
Brantley.  IT departments can configure comput-
ers, when turned on, to request and obtain a
network address from a distributed host comput-
ing protocol (DHCP) server.  PCs can then be
moved throughout the hospital without the need
to manually configure the network connections at
each location.

Campbell says there also seems to be
considerable interest among Sentillion’s customer
base in Linux not just for running network appli-
ances but also for running under a large data-
base system such as Oracle, Sybase, or IBM.

Potential Linux strength: communicating
medical records among care providers

Although the current use of Linux in U.S.
hospitals is clearly limited, Brantley thinks that
will change because the public is realizing just
how poorly the healthcare system does at elec-
tronically transferring information from one place
to another.

The problem with this, says Brantley,
were brought to the forefront after September 11,
when the Pentagon was attacked and the gov-
ernment considered evacuating Georgetown
University Hospital. “It would have been a huge
problem to move the patients to other hospitals,
but virtually impossible to move the data associ-
ated with those patients,” says Brantley. “And if
you don’t have information on the patients you’re
getting, how do you treat them?

The U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services, seeking to rectify this problem,
recently appointed David Brailer to develop a
plan for standardizing health care information so
it can be readily exchanged.  Brantley says that
does not mean the government is going to build
one system that every hospital has to use;
instead, it will likely push hospitals to identify and
adopt standards.  And that, he believes, is a
natural fit for the Linux mindset and environment,
because Linux is designed to work effectively
through protocols and with well-defined struc-
tures of data. “I really believe that Linux will be
the development platform of preference over the
next several years,” says Brantley.

He thinks vendors, not hospitals, will drive
this change.  In other words, hospitals may not
ask for a Linux solution, but for a HIPAA-compli-
ant solution that can provide interoperability.
Vendors will reply, ‘We have that, and it runs on
Linux.”

Campbell believes that cost savings will
lead hospitals to favor Linux-based solutions.
“The licenses for software to run servers is high,
and if you take that off the table, whether you’re
running Linux for free or you’re buying a sup-
ported version from, say, Red Hat, the cost
differential is huge,” he says.

Linux can provide cost savings in the area
of support as well as licenses. Most hospitals
can’t afford IT workers to take care of their
servers, so they need solutions that don’t require
an on-site system administrator — what Campbell
likes to call “a guy who wears a beeper and
shows up in the middle of the night.” Campbell
says that when Sentillion developed the Ver-
gence product line, it wanted “something a
human being didn’t have to deal with, where
there wasn’t a monitor or a keyboard” — but “it
has been hard to make Windows operating
systems run in that kind of environment.”

Can you save money with Linux today?

Yes,  you can--even given the limited
current vendor offerings.

McKesson’s use of Linux for its Smart
Start for Meds,  a medication administration
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record, is a clear but uncommon example of Linux
in use at the server in health care.    In another,
very small example, Kalet said that before imple-
menting a Linux-based radiation therapy planning
software, the University of Washington Cancer
Center spent around $15,000 per year on hard-
ware and software support for a proprietary Unix
system; today the cost is $0.  Manion says that
the Fox Chase Cancer Center deploys its Linux
boxes for essentially the cost of the hardware,
but pays Sun $2,000 per box (with an academic
discount) in hardware and software maintenance
fees.

Maybe save big on office applications

At present, some of the most significant
potential savings are in generic desktop office
applications–the basic word processing, spread-
sheet, and database systems that compete with
Microsoft Office.

However, the hurdle with office applica-
tions is, as elsewhere, interoperability–what you
have to make work with what.  Linux-based office
applications distributors say that their software
can work with Office documents and can create
Microsoft-readable documents.  However,
Microsoft’s style – and some would argue, its
intent – is to not only make all of its systems
internally interoperable, but to place impediments
in the paths of other software. So it would take
some analysis to find out where/whether you can
live with non-Microsoft generic applications.

However, if you can use Linux desktops,
you can save a lot of money.  Compare:

-- The Microsoft route: Windows XP
lists for $299 at the Microsoft web site and Office
XP lists at $499.  Even if bulk discounts and
bundling cut that by two thirds, for 100 users
you’d still be paying $53,000 just to process
words, numbers and data at 100 desktops.

-- The Linux route: a single-user license
for a Unix desktop version called Linspire (for-
merly Lindows) and Star Office is  $49.95, or Star
Office alone is  $49.95; presumably bulk would
cost less; see www.staroffice.com.  The really

low-cost option is free generic Linux plus Open
Office (www.openoffice.org) – both free.  That
adds up  to savings of betwen $49,000 and the
entire $53,000 per 100 users.  Also, the May 24
Wall Street Journal article cited savings of $140
to $270 at discounters’ retail prices for desktop
hardware using Linux, saving another $14,000-
$27,000 per 100 users.  That’s a lot of money if
you can live with the compatibility issues.

Who Invited Microsoft To Take
Over?  It Wasn’t The Customer

If Linux can save so much money, why
don’t vendors offer a Linux option?  Lori Tagami,
vice president of marketing for QuadraMed, said
for this report that her company has not devel-
oped software using the Linux operating system
because clients have not requested it.

With all due respect to Ms. Tagami, she
may not have been in the field long enough to
know how healthcare IT really became a
Microsoftian universe.  Users never asked, much
less clamored, for Windows NT en masse, either.

Tthe history: In the mid-1990s, Unix and
MUMPS were seen as the most effective operat-
ing system in healthcare IT.  Their functionality
and low cost had shoved aside a variety of
clunky  IBM, Data General, and Unisys systems.

Then, in February, 1995, after two years
of quietly wooing applications vendors, Bill Gates
and his minions descended on  the HIMSS
meeting in San Diego (see Inside Healthcare, 02/
20/95).  In a gushing, self-congratulatory speech,
Gates announced plans to take over the busi-
ness of providing the operating system layer for
health care information systems.  And Microsoft
did exactly that--not by persuading caregivers,
whom no one asked about operating systems--
but by wooing vendors with the lure of one
operating system from desktop to server, with
unsupportable (at the time) claims about
scalability, and by giving vendors incentives to
write future software on Microsoft platforms.

In a move apparently intended to
demostrate its abilities, Microsoft even designed
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the registration system used for that 1995 HIMSS
conference -- but  the software crashed on the
first heavy processing day, the Sunday of the
conference.  Notwithstanding that object lesson
in caution, most HIS vendors took Gates’s bait.

That collective decision worked for some
vendors, but was big trouble for others.

For example, the mass migration to
Windows NT was an underlying factor in the
HBOC scandal.    HBOC not only began convert-
ing its own systems to Microsoft platforms, but
also tried to integrate the systems of some 25
smaller vendors it had bought since 1993.

The result was both a technical and
financial disaster.  Inside Healthcare Computing
ran a table in 1999 showing that some customers
had been waiting as much as four years for
applications they’d licensed from HBOC.  Word
got around that HBOC couldn’t deliver applica-
tions.  Sales were hurt.  Then, under pressure to
perform for Wall Street, HBOC executives began
faking the company’s financials, leading to a
stock meltdown and federal criminal charges
which are still being fought over.

Meditech also invested in a Microsoft
version in the mid-1990s – but had the Yankee
good sense not to throw out its older, MUMPS-
based system.  Like many application vendors,
Meditech was years behind initial expectations in
coming out with a version on the Microsoft
platform.  At least until recently, more Meditech
clients were still running the MUMPS version
than the NT edition of the Meditech system.

Four years after Gates’s speech, we
surveyed readers about Windows NT and re-
ported in our Oct. 4, 1999 issue:

“Hospitals are converting to Windows NT
not so much because they want to, but because
they have to: 65% of the 54 provider IS execus
who responded to an Inside Healthcare Comput-
ing survey said they had to use NT to get appli-
cations they wanted from their vendors.

“Bill Gates recently showed a Microsoft

Healthcare Users Group conference audience a
slide saying healthcare IS vendors have used
Microsoft Windows NT to write 129 managed
care applications, 225 ambulatory care applica-
tions, and 261 acute care applications.  No
doubt, he’s right.  The survey seems to indicate
that many hospitals didn’t choose NT, but are
being pushed to it by those very statistics...

“...[U]sers’ sense that they’re being
pushed into NT shows up on another survey
question, in which they were asked to identify
“principal benefits your organization has derived”
from moving to NT.  72% checked “The applica-
tions we want require NT, or run best on it. “ The
next highest benefit identified was for
“interoperability of applications,” just 20%.

So will lower cost send the pendulum
back the other way?  Possibly.  But two factors
could stop Linux  dead: one is the complexity of
healthcare IT applications and the limited number
of customers, which may make it prohibitively
expensive per customer to convert, no matter
what the savings are.  The other is that Microsoft
could respond by cutting prices.

Cost Drives  Linux Use Overseas

In many overseas hospitals, Linux is not
just one of several options; it is a necessity.

Overseas hospitals tend to be public
entities which are supported by a much smaller
gross domestic products (GDPs) than that of the
United States, says Ron Hebert, founder and
chairman of Toronto, Ontario-based Heron
Technology Corporation, which develops Linux-
based hospital information systems, primarily for
international markets. That means that cost is a
key element in choosing information technology
— and Linux controls costs.

One example: the Jamaican public health
system, which is implementing a Linux-based
patient administration system in all of its 23
hospitals.  In 1998, Heron began installing the
Linux operating system and its Patient Adminis-
tration System (PAS), a central repository for all
patient encounters, in five Jamaican hospitals
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with a total of 1,073 beds. The system, which
allows information to be exchanged between all
hospitals using it, was so successful that Heron
is now installing the same system in 18 more
Jamaican hospitals. When finished, the system
will be used for a total of 4,600 beds.

Herbert claims that cost savings arise
from more than licensing fees; maintenance is an
important component as well.  He said no on-site
hospital technical personnel are required to
support the system, which would be prohibitively
expensive for 23 hospitals. Instead, Heron sup-
ports all sites remotely — which Hebert says
would be “impossible” with a Windows-based
system. As a result, Hebert estimates that the
total annual cost of implementing and maintaining
a Linux-based system is a third of what it would
be for a Windows-based system.

These countries’ move to open source is
just part of shift in thinking worldwide, says
Hebert, whose company is also installing its PAS
in Glendon Hospital in Montserrat. “The public
sector in developing countries such as those in
Asia, as well as India and Pakistan, including
hospitals, has become a prominent early adopter
of Linux,” he says.

Interest in Linux seems to be moving to more
developed countries as well. SUSE LINUX AG
has used Linux to develop an intranet site for the
intensive care unit (ICU) at Royal North Shore
Hospital in Sydney, Australia.  Although not as
extensive as Jamaica’s system, the site allows
clinicians from ICUs at two public hospitals and
one private hospital (Royal North Shore Hospital,
Hornsby Hospital, and North Shore Private
Hospital) to access a real-time database of 3,000
patients from any PC terminal using a standard
Web-based interface.

The system also provides 24-hour access to
educational information such as instructional
manuals, teaching materials, drug manuals and
medical guidelines.  Dr. Richard Piper, an inten-
sive care specialist and chairman of the hospital’s
information management committee, says “there
was never a question about using the Linux
operation system over Windows” because “it

definitely performs better and is more stable with
large databases.”

European vendors are widely building applica-
tions on Linux.

In 2002, Bayer Medical Solutions (BMS)
Austria, primarily a Microsoft shop since its
founding in 1994, released its first Linux-based
product, the EasyDose X-ray dosimeter, which
communicates with hospital information systems,
diagnostic medical equipment, and measurement
devices to gather and store X-ray exposure data
automatically.  Bayer’s choice was primarily an
issue of support, says Norbert Bayer, founder
and CEO of BMS Austria; it was nearly impos-
sible to handle support of Microsoft products
without making significant investments in a
support infrastructure. The implementation was
so successful that the company extended
EasyDose to a suite of devices communicating
with hospital information systems and with a
Linux server-based solution that offers a com-
plete quality management system for radiology to
comply with EU Euroatom Regulatives and
possibly, in the future, FDA rules.

Norbert says that the system has been so
stable, and the response from customers so
positive, that “in the past couple years, we have
switched nearly all our solutions to Linux.”

The Bottom Line For Hospitals:
Pressure  Vendors To Respond To
Costs,  Need To Share Data

There’s little chance that you’ll see much
benefit from Linux in major healthcare-specific
applications in the immediate future.  However,
application vendors know the word is out on the
cost of Linux vs. Microsoft.

Healthcare providers should be looking into
whether it’s practical to move now to Linux-based
desktops for at least some users.  And healthcare
IT vendors seeking a competitive edge could
create value for clients by solving problems in
using Linux at desktops which interface or inter-
operate with their own applications.
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KLAS Enterprise Mid-Year Report: Market Segment Category Leaders
The table below shows the top-rated vendor applications among surveyed users in surveys for

the mid-year 2004 Report Card by KLAS Enterprises.  The full 90-page report is available for
purchase at http://www.healthcomputing.com.

Financial Decision Support
Avega Alliance Suite

Ambulatory Billing & Sched (6-25 MD)
athenahealth

Financial ERP (GL, AP, MM, Payroll, HR)
McKesson Pthwys Financial/Materials Mgmt

Ambulatory Billing & Sched. (1-5 MD)
athenahealth

Home Health
Cerner Beyond Now HomeWorks/RoadNotes

Ambulatory EMR (over 25 MD)
Epic Epicare EMR

Laboratory
McKesson Horizon Lab

Ambulatory EMR (6-25 MD)
ChartCare EMR

PACS
AMICAS PACS

Ambulatory EMR (1-5 MD)
Misys EMR

Pharmacy
GE BDM RxTFC

Acute Care, CDR, Orders, Charting
Eclipsys Sunrise Clinical Manager

Radiology
Misys Radiology

Acute Regist., Scheduling, Accounting
QuadraMed Affinity Financials

Surgery Management
USA ORMS

Dictation, Transcription, Speech Recog.
eScription EditScript (IntelliScript)

Community Clinical & Ancillary
Orchard Software

Document Management & Imaging
MedPlus ChartMaxx

Community HIS
Dairyland

Emergency Department Systems
Wellsoft ICMS

Enterprise Scheduling
Epic Cadence Scheduling

Ambulatory Billing & Sched (100+MD)
Epic Resolute/Prelude/Cadence

Ambulatory Billing & Sched (26-100 MD)
 athenahealth

Mid-Year 2004: Category Leaders for Specialty Niche Products*

Enterprise MPI: Initiate Identity Hub

Hospice: Cerner Beyond Now HomeWorks/Road Notes

Interface Engines: Quovadx QDX Integrator (Cloverleaf)

Laboratory Ancillary Systems: Misys Blood Bank

Medical Records Coding: HSS WinStrat

Medical Records Other Products: SoftMed Clinitrac/APC Pro

Medication Dispensing: McKesson Robot-RX

Staff/Nurse Scheduling: Total Care Technologies Total Care ESP

Time & Attendance: API Payrollmation

* Excerpted  KLAS Top 20: Mid-Year Report Card 2004.  Full 90-page report is available for pur-
chase at http://www.healthcomputing.com
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Progress Slow To HIPAA TCS Rule
   Compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), isn’t particularly

good, says a new study issued by the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS)
and Phoenix Health Systems.

  Organizations are doing OK on compliance with the Privacy Rule, but Transactions and Code Sets
(TCS) compliance is poor overall.

 Surveys of HIMSS members and Phoenix Health Systems HIPAAlert subscribers drew 540 anony-
mous web responses from providers, clearinghouses, payers, and vendors.  73% of respondents were
providers, 14% were payers, 10% were vendors and only 3% were clearinghouses.  Among providers,
half represent hospitals, which means that numerically, the results represent responses from about 200
hospitals. A few highlights:

 -- Nine months after the TCS compliance deadline, only 44% of providers are conducting all appli-
cable HIPAA transactions.  “It is apparent that universal implementation” of the TCS standard transactions
is “not imminent,” Phoenix Health said in its survey writeup.

-- Asked why compliance is slow in coming, providers, clearinghouses and vendors put the most blame
on payers, who are “not ready to accept standard transactions.”  Payers, on the other hand, are likeliest
to blame providers.  No group blames vendors.

-- Not surprisingly, the 837 claim is the best implemented of the standards.  77% of providers, 90% of
payers, and 75% of clearinghouses who have implemented “at least one but not all” of the standard
transactions have implemented the claim.

– 78% of provider organizations said they are in “full compliance” with the HIPAA Privacy rule.  The
biggest areas of non-compliance is in obtaining business associate agreements.

-- Among non-compliant providers, 76% said they have had no formal complaint of privacy violations
filed against them since the April 2003 privacy rule deadline.

-- 54% of providers acknowledged one to five Privacy Rule breaches since January, 2004.

-- Progress toward Security Rule compliance is “slow,” Phoenix said. 18% of providers consider
themselves compliant, while 65% of vendors said they have met their security-rule-related obligations.
Among providers, audit controls is most often mentioned as a difficult standard to implement.  The Secu-
rity Rule goes into effect in April, 2005.  Complete results are available at http://www.hipaadvisory.com/
action/surveynew/summer2004.htm.

Optio Software Acquires VertiSoft

Optio Software, a publicly held vendor of output management and forms automation systems, has
acquired VertiSoft Corp., the Roswell, Ga., vendor of QuickRecord, a subscription-based product that
integrates disparate systems and allows a single point of web-based access.  It is in use in about 40
hospitals, the vendor said.  Listed clients include Scripps Health, San Diego, Calif.; St. Luke’s in Boise,
Idaho; Banner Health-Colorado, Greeley, Colo.; Platte Valley Medical Center, Brighton, Colo.; and St.
Joseph’s Hospital, of Atlanta, Ga.

Per-Se Releases New ClaimTrack.RCM Version.

Per-Se Technologies said it has enhanced ClaimTrack.RCM claims management to allow for immedi-
ate correction of  incorrect claims.  The capability is offered in ClaimTrack.RCM version 8.0.


